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The scattering and three inverse scattering problems for (d/dx)[a(x) (d~,L/dx)]
on the real axis are considered herein. In the first inverse
+~&4$=QWrC,
scattering problem, Q(x) is recoveredwhen a(x), h(x), and the scattering data
are given. In the second inverse problem h(x) is recovered when a(x), Q(x),
and the scattering data are known. In the third inverse problem, in case
Q(x) =0, a(x) is recoveredwhen h(x) and the scattering data are known. The
inversion is illustrated with examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the second-orderdifferential equation

Here and throughout the article the prime denotesthe derivative with respect to x. Using the
integrating factor ( l/B>& @@),we can transform the above differential equation into

[a(x)~‘(k,x)l’+k2h(x)tCl(k,x)=Q(x)tCl(k,x),

(1.1)

where XE R is the spacecoordinate and k2 is the spectral parameter. The functions a(x), h(x) ,
and Q(x) are assumedto be real, a(x) -P 1, h(x) + 1, and Q(x) -POas x+ f CO.Letting
(1.2)

and WY)

,x ) , one can transform’ Rq. ( 1.1) into the Schrodinger equation

= f/-W

where the potential V(y) is given by
V(y)=;

(uh)“4{(uh)-“4Q-u’[(uh)-“4]r-u[(uh)-1’4]t~}.

(1.4)

The scattering problem for Eq. ( 1.1) is to obtain the scattering matrix S(k) defined in Eq.
(2.3). We will study and solve three inverse scattering problems associatedwith Eq. ( 1.1). The
first one is the recovery of Q(x) when u(x), h(x), and the scattering data are known. The
second inverse problem is the recovery of h(x) when u(x) , Q(x) , and the scattering data are
known. The third inverse problem is, in caseQ(x) =0, the recovery of a(x) when h(x) and the
scattering data are known. Note that V(y) can be obtained by solving the inverse scattering
problem for Eq. ( 1.3) by using one of the inverse scattering methods2-5for the 1-D Schriidinger equation such as the Marchenko method, the Gel’fand-Levitan method, and the
Wiener-Hopf factorization method. Knowing u(x) and h(x), one can then obtain Q(x) by
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using Eq. ( 1.2) and hencesolve the first inversescattering problem for Eq. ( 1.1). In this article
we will use the spatial coordinate x directly becausethis will help us to solve also the second
and third inverseproblems.The sufficient conditions for all the results in this article to hold are
a and h are boundedand positive, 1-u E L’, u’,Q,h -u,‘Y E Li, where ‘Y is the function defined
in Eq. (2.31) and ti is the spaceof integrable functions having a finite first moment.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define the scattering solutions of Eq.
( 1.1)) study their properties,and establishtheir asymptotics for small and large k. In Sec. III
we study the properties of the scattering matrix. In Sec. IV we study the Riemann-Hilbert
problem associatedwith Eq. ( 1.1). In Sec. V we give the solutions of the three inverse scattering problems for Eq. ( 1.1). Finally in Sec. VI, we illustrate the inversion procedure by
explicitly solved examples.

II. SCATTERING SOLUTIONS

In this section we study the scattering solutions of Eq. ( 1.1) and establishtheir asymptotics
for small k. The physical solutions t/l from the left and 9, from the right of Eq. ( 1.1) satisfy
the boundary conditions
$q(k,x) = ;L:‘;;k;;!;&o;;,+
I

,

W&x)=
Ie

-jkx+R(k)ejkx+o(
T,(k)emik”+o(
l),

;

+-co,

l), x--r + 03
X-P - 00,

(2.1)

(2.2)

where TI and T, are the transmissioncoefficientsfrom the left and from the right, respectively,
and L and R are the reflection coefficientsfrom the left and from the right, respectively.The
scattering matrix is defined as
(2.3)

Let us write Eq. (1.1) in the form

bO$‘(k~W+-&

Ww) =F(kx)W,x),

(2.4)

where
F(b)

=Q(x> +kz [&-h(x)].

(2.5)

Note that F(O,x) = Q(x). Let
(2.6)

The physical solutions JIl and $, then satisfy the Lippmann-Schwinger equations
$l(k,x)

=,ik,G

(l/cr)e-iklO_,[l-(l/a)l+

+m dz r(k;x-z)F(k,z)$,(k,z),

s -02

(2.7)
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m dz I’(k;x-z)F(k,z)$,(k,z).
s --m

t,$(k,x) =e-ik~~(*‘4)-eik~~[‘-(1’a)]+

(2.8)

The Jost solutions of Eq. ( 1.1)) f I from the left and f r from the right, are defined by
1

1

f,(b)

fr(kx) = Tlckj tClG,x) and

= -T,ckl Wv).

(2.9)

Let us define
-$),

Gl(k;x-z)=ksin(kJI

C,(k;x-z)=ksin(kc

G).

The Jost solutions of Eq. ( 1.1) then satisfy the integral equations

fi(k,x) =eikl~(I/o)eikfom[I-(l/a)l+ - dz Gl(k;x-z)F(k,z)fr(k,z),
Ix
f,(k,x),e-i&f~(l/4)eiklo_,[l-(l/=)l+

[

(2.11)

dz G,(k;x-z)F(k,z)f,(k,z).

J--m

(2.10)

The Faddeevfunctions for Eq. ( 1.1) are defined as
Mw)

1
= -Tl(k) e-‘%,lJl(k,x)

and

1

m,( k,x )=- T (k) eiks9Jkx).

r

(2.12)

Then from Eqs. ( 1.1) and (2.4) it is seenthat ml and m, satisfy the equations
(2.13)

u(x)m~(k,x)+[u’(x)+2iku(x)]m~(k,x)+E(k,x)m~(k,x)=0,
u(x)mF(k,x)

+ [u’(x)

-2iku(x)]m;(k,x)

+E( -k,x)m,(k,x)

=0,

(2.14)

where we have defined
(2.15)

E(k,x)=k*[h(x)-u(x)]+iku’(x)-Q(x),

with the boundary conditions
m,(k,x)=l+o(l)

and

m;(k,x)

=o( l),

x--r + 03,

(2.16)

m,(k,x)=l+o(l)

and

mi(k,x)

=o( l),

x--t - 00.

(2.17)

From Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) it is seenthat ml( k,x) and m,(k,x)
ml(k,x) =eik.fF[*-(*/4)l +%

1

satisfy the integral equations

*
dz[eikf~[*+(*/4)l-eikf~[*-(*/4)l]F(k,z)ml(k,z),
sx

where F( k,x) is the quantity definedin Eq. (2.5). From Eqs. (2.13) and (2.16), we also obtain
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equation

(2.18)

m dz E(k,z)e2’k”ml(k,z),
sx

where E( k,x) is the quantity defined in Eq. (2.15). Integrating Eq. (2.18) and using Eq.
(2.16) again, we obtain
ml(k,x) = 1+ Jl

dz JI dt z

(2.19)

E(k,z)mt(k,z).

Similarly, from Eqs. (2.14) and (2.17)) we obtain
m,(k,x)=l+

J:,

(2.20)

dz ldtFE(-k,z)m,(k,z).

Let C!+ denotethe upper half complex plane, C- denotethe lower half complex plane, and
Cf denote C* UR. The next theorem shows that the Faddeevfunctions defined in Eq. (2.12)
can be extendedanalytically in k to Cf.
Theorem 2.1: When a’, Q, and h --a belong to Li (R), for eachXER the Faddeevfunctions
mt(k,x) and m,(k,x) are analytic in k in C+ and continuous in Cf.
PFVO$From Eq. (2.19) we have mt( k,x) = ET=-,ni( k,x) where ne(k,x) = 1 and
q(k,x)

dt -E(k,z)nj-l(bz),
e2ik(Z- ‘)
a(t)

=

j>l*

Detlne
N= inf a(x),

M=sup h(x).

XIZR

XER

(2.21)

Since for t>x and k E C+ we have
(2.22)
we obtain
Ini

16&j

[ SW dz(z-x)
x

IE(k,z) I]‘,

which implies
Iml(k,x) 1<e(l/N)fc dz(z-x)lE(k)l,

kEC+,

(2.23)

where
IE(k,x)I<lkl*lh(x)-u(x)l+IklIu’(x)I+IQ(x)I.

Now, when I k I <c each rri( k,x) is analytic in k in C+ and continuous in C.+, and thus by the
Weierstrasstheorem, mt( k,x) is analytic in C+ and continuous in C+ for eachXER whenever
h-u, a’, and Q belong to L;(R).
A repetition of the above argument with Eq. (2.20) gives us
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kEF,

(2.24)

n
and that m,(k,x) is analytic in C+ and continuous in ??.
Proposition 2.2: If h-a, a’, and Q belong to L:(R), then for k E 3, the Faddeev
functions ml( k,x) and m,( k,x) satisfy the inequality 1m (k,x) / <Cl(k) [ 1+ Ix I], where

Cl(k)=e’l/~)~~mdr(l+Itl)IE(k,r)I

l+e’l/N)~mmdzlE(k,z)l - c&
JE(kv)I
N
’
s --m

1
’

ProqJ From Eqs. (2.19) and (2.22), for k E C+ we obtain

l-W,=) I I m&h=) I

Imr(kx) I cl+

cl+ J-m dz;

I INW

IE(k,z)

0

x m
1-- N s x ~=IE(k,=)1Im~(k,z)I.

(2.25)

Using Eq. (2.23) and letting
(l/Wl:a,

C,(k)=l+e

dzlrl I-WAl

cd

N

IE(kt)I
”

1

from Eq. (2.25) we obtain

Im&x)
I s

m dzl+lzl
N
C,(k)[l+ lxllG1+ x

ImLk,=)I
IE(k9z)I C,(k)[l+lz]]

’

Hence, using iteration we get

Im&x) l <,S,“d~[(l+lzl)/~]IE(Sz)I,
C,(k)[l+ 1x1I
which gives the result stated in the proposition with

Proceedingsimilarly, we also obtain Im,(k,x) 1<C,(k)[l+
From Eqs. (2.18) and (2.20) we obtain
m;(k,x)

1

= --

*

m:(k,x)

=-

1
4x1

dz e2ik(r--x)

J-x

a(x)

x
s --m

1x11.

n

E(k,=hW),

dz e2ikcX-‘)E( k,z)m,( k,z) .

Hence, using Proposition 2.2 we obtain

s

O”&W
[m;(b) I <Cl(k) -co N
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 34, No. 5,
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equation

I,

kEC+,

where C,(k) is as specifiedin Proposition 2.2. Thus, if h-a, h’, and Q belong to Li (R), the
functions rn; (k,x) and rn:( k,x) are analytic in keC+ and continuous in k E ?? for eachXGR.
Assume a solution of Eq. ( 1.1) of the form +( k,x) = Y( k,x)Z(k,x), where Y(k,x) stands
for either of the two functions defined by
x

Yl( k,x) =&

erklo dz=,

Y,(k,x) =&

(2.26)

trik@m.

Proceedingas in Ref. 6 one can show that Z(k,x)

(2.27)

satisfies

(aY2Z’)‘+YY2Z=0,

(2.28)

y=a’ %+$+#h-Q.

(2.29)

where we have defined

Using Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27) one can directly verify that Y is a function of x only and is
independentof k. It can also be shown that V(u) = -‘Y(x) /h (x) , where V@) is the quantity
given in Eq. ( 1.4) and y is the quantity given in Eq. ( 1.2).
Integrating Eq. (2.28) twice with the boundary condition Z’( k,xo) =O and Z(k,x,) = 1,
we obtain
Z’(k,x)

Z( k,x) = l-

= --

1

x
s +,

YLW2
x dz y(kJ)f
xo
s

4x1

idz
s +,

4
d-3WWZ

V=)Z(k,=),

Y(k,z)2Y(z)Z(k,z).

(2.30)

(2.31)

We can write Eq. (2.31) as
Z(k,x)=l-

x dz .T’(k;x,z)Z(k,z),

(2.32)

s x0

where
YbW2W>
Y(k;XJ)

=

’
I .z

d6

45)

Y(k,O’

’

In Eq. (2.32) choosingx0= f CXJ,
we obtain two linearly independentsolutions of E!q. (2.28)
denotedby Z, and Z, , respectively, satisfying

Z,(k,x)= 1+ I xm d=~r(b,=z)Z&=),

(2.33)
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(2.34)

x d= ~r(k;x,=)Zr(k,=),
s -co

where
2’I(k;x,z)

=&

[ 1 -e2’%d5~]qz),

c.P’,(k;x,z) = -&

[ 1 -e-W’:d~J]~(Z),

with

@cx,=J-&.
For k E F\{O},

(2.35)

we have

I yAk;x,z)

I <&

I O(z) I

and

I ~,(k;x,=)

1<j+

1o(z) 1

in the domains of integration given in Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34), respectively.Thus, iterating Eqs.
(2.33) and (2.34) we obtain
1Z&x)

1e (l/lkl)J-,m d~l@(41<eWlklLf~m d4W,

IZ,(b) I <e(Wd)J-X-m d4@Wl <e(l/lkl)S?,

kEC+\{O},

dzl@(z)l, kEC+\{O).

(2.36)
(2.37)

Hence,by the Weierstrasstheorem, when YE L’ (R), for eachx both Z,( k,x) and Z,( k,x) have
continuous extensionsin k to ?\{O}
which are analytic on Cf. Iterating Eqs. (2.33) and
(2.34), we obtain Z,( k,x) = 1 +O( l/k) and Z,( k,x) = 1 +O( l/k) as k+ COin 3. Using Eqs.
(2.30), (2.36), and (2.37), for k E C+\{O}, we obtain
lG(kx)I<Xe

#l@(g)

(‘/lkl)f:md4@(z)l

1Z;(b)
1<x

e(l/lkl)l:mdzl@(z)l

I,

- &I@({)],
s -co

where M and N are the constantsdefinedin Eq. (2.21) and 0 (x) is the function definedin Eq.
(2.35). Hence, by the Weierstrasstheorem, both Z; (k,x) and Z; (k,x) have continuous exten= O(1) and Z:(k,x)
sions to k E ??\{O} which are analytic on C+, and Z;(k,x)
= O(1) ask-+m inC+.
Since Z;(k, + m) = 0, Zl(k,+co)=l,
Z:(k, - 00) = 0, and Z,(k,--)=l,
using
Yl(k,x)Zl(k,x)

=eik+-ikA++o(

Yr(k,x)Z,(k,x)=emikxmikc’-+o(

l),
l),

x+ + CO,
x-r-co,

we see that the Jost solutions defined in Eq. (2.9) are given by
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fi(k,x)

=eiM + Y~(k,xW~(k~x),

(2.38)

f,(k,x)

=eiM-Y,(k,x)Z,(k,x),

(2.39)

A,=*

Jo*m dz[ l-E].

(2.40)

where

Hence, from Eq. (2.12) we have
I

m,(k,x) =g-&

m

(2.41)

elk’-, [‘-JmSIZl(k,x),
x

m,(k,x) =~e’ks--ll-~lZ~(k,x).

Since m[(k,x) and m,(k,x) are continuous in k also at k=O, it follows that Z,(k,x)
Z,(k,x) are also continuous in k at k=O in ??.
III. SCAlTERlNG

and

MATRIX

In this section we show that the scattering matrix S(k) is unitary and continuous for kcR
and study its asymptotics for small and large k.
From Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) we obtain
1

-=eikf~om[l-(l/~)l-Tr(k)

2:k J:,

1

~=eik~~m[l-(l/a)l-T,(k)

dzeik~~~[‘-(““)]F(k,z)m~(ks),

2ik JI,

1

L(k)
Tl(k)=sz

m
s --m

(3.1)

dzeik~~[l-(l’a)lF(k,z)m,(k,z),

dze2ikze-ik~~~[1--(‘/n)]~(k,z)ml(k,z),

R(k)
1
m dze-2i~eik~~~~-(l~~)lI;(k,Z)m,(k~)
=T,(k)
2ik s --m

(3.2)

,

(3.3)

where F( k,x) is the quantity defined in Eq. (2.5).
Let [ fg] = fg’ -f’g denote the Wronskian of f and g; it can be shown that for any two
solutions f and g of Eq. ( 1.1)) a(x) [ f;g] is independentof x. Using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) from

a(x)l~r(k,x);~,(k,x)l we have
a(x) [r,b~(k,x)$,(k,x)]

and hence Tl(k) = T,(k);

a(x)M -kx);vW,x)l

= -2ikTl(k)

this common value will

be denoted by T(k).

From

we de&
T(k)T(-k)+L(k)L(-k)=l,

from a(x)[y5J -k,x)$Jk,x)l

= -2ikT,(k),

keR,

we obtain
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keR,

-kx)l we obtain
T(k)R(

-k)+L(k)T(

kER,

-k)=O,

and hence the scattering matrix S(k) is unitary and
keR,

S(-k)‘=S(k)‘=S(k)-‘,

where S(k)’ is the transposeand S(k) -i is the inverse of the matrix S(k). Consequently,the
transmission and reflection coefficients cannot exceedone in absolute value for keR. From
Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) we have
2ik

a(x) [m,Uw);m~W)l= -2ika(x)m,(k,x)mr(k,x) +~(k).
Since ml( k,x), m,( k,x), mi (k,x), and rn: (k,x) are continuous in k fork E ?? and analytic in
k for kcC+, it follows from Eq. (3.4) that k/T(k) is continuous in Cf and analytic in C+ and
that for kcR\{O}
we have T(k)#O and [R(k) I = I L(k) I < 1.
Let us now study the small k asymptotics of S( k). There are two casesto consider; namely,
the case JZ, dz Q(z)m[(O,z) =O, which is the exceptional case, and the case
JZ, dz Q(z)ml(O,z)#O, which is th e genericcase.In the exceptionalcaseT (0) #O. From Rq.
(2.5), we haveI;(O,x) =Q(x), and thus in the genericcase,as k-+0 from??, using Eqs. (3.1),
(3.2), and (3.3) we obtain
T(k) =

-2ik

+0(k),

SE, d= Q(=MO,=)

2ikL(k)
T(k)

kei?.

*
dz Q(z)ml(O,z) +o( l),
= s --m
dz Q(z)m,(O,z> +o( l),

and hence as k -0, in the generic case, we have
L(k) = - 1+0(k),

kER,

R(k)=-1+0(k),

kER.

Now let us study the large k asymptotics of the scattering matrix. Using Eqs. (2.33) and
(2.34), from Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39) as x--r f CO,we obtain

m

co

dz @(=)Zl(k,=)

dz @(z)Z,(k,=)

1
1
t

(3.5)

,

(3.6)
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dz @(z)z,(k,z)ez’k”-2ikli;[‘-

Jm;;],

(3.7)

& O(z)Z,(k,z)e-2ik”+2ik~~tl- WI,

(3.8)

where
m [l-$zl,

A=L+A+=

(3.9)

s -Go

with A * being the constantsdefinedin Eq. (2.40) and O(x) is the function in Eq. (2.35). Note
that it is possible to obtain the small k behavior of the scattering matrix also from Eqs.
(3.5)-(3.8).
From Eqs. (3.5)-(3.8) as I k( + or)we obtain
dz O(z) +0( l/p)
OD

L(k) = --& e-2iM-Im

--co

R(k)=-&e-2”+Jm
--m
IV. RIEMANN-HILBERT

1

(3.10)

, keC+,

dzO(z)e2’kz-2ik~~11--1+O(l/#),

dzO(z)e-2ikz+2ik~~[l-~l+O(l/~),

keR,

kER.

PROBLEM

In this section we formulate and solve a Riemann-Hilbert problem that will help us to
solve the three inverse scattering problems for Eq. ( 1.1). The scattering data consist of the
bound state information, one of the reflection coefficients, and the delay time causedby the
nonhomogeneitywhen the signal travels from a fixed point to either of f CD.Since there is no
loss of generality in choosing the origin as that fixed point, such a delay time can be specified
by giving either A, or A- defined in Eq. (2.40).
When h(x) = 1 in Eq. ( 1.1), we obtain the differential equation
d$[‘l (k,x)
dx

Let mi’](k,x)

1

+k2y5~0~(k,x)=Q(x)~~01(k,x).

(4.1)

and rn\‘j( k,x) denote the Faddeevfunctions of Eq. (4.1), i.e., let

mj’](k,x)=

’
-eBikX$]‘
](k,x)
To(k)

where the scattering matrix

and

m~ol(k,x)=&eih$~ol(k,x),

for Eq. (4.1) is denotedby
To(k)

‘Otk)=

Lo(k)
1

R,(k)

To(k) I ’

and dol(k,x) and $Eol(k,x) are the physical solutions of IQ. (4.1). Then m[‘l( k,x) and
m[P’(k,x) satisfy Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), respectively, in case h(x)ml. When we solve the
inverse scattering problems, we will use the fact that the Faddeevfunctions of Eqs. ( 1.1) and
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(4.1) satisfy m,( 0,x) = rniol (0,x) and m,.( 0,x) = mLol(0,x) because these functions satisfy
[a(x)$]‘=Q(x)q
with the boundary conditions T( f CO)= 1 and v’( * m) =0, where the
plus sign is used for the Faddeevfunctions from the left identified with the subscript I and the
minus sign is used for those from the right identified with the subscript r, respectively.
Since k appearsas kz in Eq. ( 1.1), er( - k,x) and t,&(- k,x) are also solutions of Eq. ( 1.1)
wheneverql( k,x) and $,( k,x) are the physical solutions. Using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) it follows
that the vectors

satisfy

$C-kx)

=S(--k)‘qW,x),

keR,

(4.2)

where q= c A]. Letting

Z,(b)
Z(b)=
Z,(kx)
1 1,
where Zl(k,x) and Z,(k,x) are the functions defined in Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34), respectively,
we can write Eq. (4.2) as
Z( -k,x)

=A(k,x)qZ(k,x),

keR,

(4.3)

with
T(k)edk
A(k,x)

=

-,~(k)~-2iky+2ikA-

-R(k)e2ikY+2iM+

T(k)edk

1
’

(4.4)

where A is the constant defined in Eq. (3.9) and y is the quantity in Eq. ( 1.2). When the
scattering matrix S(k) is given, A can be obtained from T(k) as seenfrom Eq. (3.10).
Let i = [f]. As shown in Sec. II, the vector Z( k,x) is continuous in k E 5, has an analytic
extension in k to C+ for eachx, and Z(k,x) - i=O( l/k) as k+ CQin 3. Hence Z( -k,x) is
continuous in k E c-, has an analytic extension in k to C- for each x, and Z( -k,x) - f
= O( l/k) as k+ COin c-. Hence, when the matrix A( k,x) is known, solving Eq. (4.3) for
Z(k,x) constitutes a Riemann-Hilbert problem. There are various methods to solve this
Riemann-Hilbert problem such as the Marchenko method, Gel’fand-Levitan method, and the
Wiener-Hopf factorization method. When there are bound states, the normalization constant
for each bound state must also be specifiedas a part of the scattering data. The scattering data
consists of one of the reflection coefficients, one of A*, the bound state energies,and the
normalization constants for each bound state.’The solution of Eq. (4.3) can be found in Refs.
6 and 7.
V. INVERSE PROBLEMS

In this section we give the solutions of the three inverse scattering problems. Note that if
h(x) = a (x) on either half line, A * can be obtained from S(k) . This is because,as seenfrom
Eq. (3.9), if one of A, vanishes,the other must be equal to A, and A is known when S(k) is
given.
The first inverse scattering problem is to recover Q(x) when the scattering data, a(x), and
h(x) are known. This inverse problem is solved as follows. When the scattering data are
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known, one can obtain the matrix A( ky) given in Eq. (4.4). Then the Riemann-Hilbert
problem (4.3) is solved,6and V(y) given in Eq. ( 1.4) is recovered.Knowing a(x) and h(x),
one obtainsy in terms of x in l%l. ( 1.2) and from Eq. ( 1.4) one then recoversQ(x). Thus, the
first inverse problem is solved.
The secondinverse scattering problem is to recover h(x) when the scattering data, a(x) ,
and Q(x) are known; this inverse problem is solved as follows. After solving the RiemannHilbert problem (4.3), from Eqs. (2.41) and (2.44), we have

Using m/(0,x) =m[‘](O,x)

Zl(O,x) = ~ZFGJm~(O,x)

(5.1)

Z,(O,x) = ~ZZt3rn,~O~~.

(5.2)

and m,(O,x) =m~ol(O,x>, from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) we then obtain
ZAOsc) = ~ZPGTmr[ol

(0,x)

(5.3)

Z,(O,x)= $ZSiSdol

(OJX),

(5.4)

where m~O1(k,x>
and mlol(k,x)
are the Faddeevfunctions of Eq. (4.1). Note that as seenfrom
Eq. (4.4), x enters A(k,x) only in the form y = si Jh7;;, and as a result the solution Z(k,x)
of 3%~.(4.3) contains x o_nlythrough y. Thus,both Z,( 0,x) and Z,( 0,x) are functions of y only;
let US use the notation Z b) = Z,( 0,x) and Z,(y) =Z,( 0,x). Furthermore, knowing CI(x) and
Q(X), one can obtain ml d (0,x) and miol (0,x) and thesetwo are functions of x only. Therefore,
using dy/dx
= da,
we see that Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) are first-order separableordinary differential equations,and thus we can write them in the separatedform as

dr

dx

~ca(x)mjo1(Ox)2

&

f

’

9

’

dx

T$=a(x)m[01(Ox)2
r
r

(5.5)

(5.6)

Using the initial condition y=O when x=0, we can obtain y in terms of x-by integrating either
E&s. (5.5) or (5.6). Once y is obtained in terms of x, replacing it in Z,(y) =Zl(O,x) or in
Z,(y) =Z,(O,x) by its equivalent in terms of x, using

we obtain h(x) in terms of x only. Hence, the secondinverse problem is solved.
The third inverse scattering problem is, in case Q(x) =0, to recover a(x) when h(x) and
the scattering data are given. This inverse scattering problem is solved as follows. Defining
W) = mim,

(5.7)

where y is the coordinate defined in F.q. ( 1.2), we can write E@.( 1.4) in caseQ(x) =O in the
form

1 dwY)
vcv) =P(y) Y&7- .

(5.8)
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Note that Eq. (5.8) is obtained by using

d. h(x)
dx=Fqp

(5.9)

Since we assume that u(=~=cxJ)=/z(~cQ)=~, we also need P(Aco)=l.
Thus, P(y) can be
obtained from the solution of the Schrodinger equation ( 1.3) with k=O using the boundary
conditions P( f 0~)) = 1. After obtaining P(y), we can write Eq. (5.9) as a separablefirst-order
differential equation
(5.10)
Integrating Eq. (5.10) with the boundary condition y=O when x=0, we obtain
’ dr P(t)2=
s 0

(5.11)

x dzh(z).
s0

Once y is obtained in terms of x from Rq. (5.11), from Eq. (5.7) we recover u(x) as
P(Y14
= h(x)
-

4x)

(5.12)

VI. EXAMPLES

In this section we present three examplesto illustrate the method describedin the previous
section.
Consider the scattering matrix
r( k)e-”
e(k)e-2ikA-

p(k)ee21M+
T(k)e-ikA

1

(6.1)

’

where we have
T(k) =$$,

Lfk)=--

p(k)=&,

v3i
k+2i

k+i
k-i’

(6.2)

The Riemann-Hilbert problem (4.3) can be solved explicitly as in Refs. 6 and 7. We obtain
Z,( k,x) = 1, x)0,
Z,(k,x)

Z,( k,x) =-

1
r(k)

=-

1

-dk)
r(k) +7(k)

&WY,

x>() ,

Z,.(-k,x)+~Zr(k,x)e-2i’Y,

Z,(k,x)=l+-

i
2
k+i fi/5ee2Y-

x<O,

1 ’ x’o’

Hence, Z,(O,x) =2+\/3 for x)0 and Z,(O,x) = (fl+e2y)/(fl-e2y)
Eq. (1.4) is then given by

for xg0. The potential in
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where S(y) is the delta function and 8(y) is the Heaviside function.
As an example for the inverse problem of the recovery of Q(x) when u(x) and h(x) are
known, let us use the scattering matrix specifiedin Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) with
2

u(x)=&

Thus, we have @
obtain

(

2

s

)

,

h(x) = (1 +e-I”])

x2+2 2
( iq1

= (x2 + 2)/(x2 + l), and Jh/a = 1 + e-Ix’. Hence from Eq. (1.2) we
y=x+sgn(x)

[ 1-e-lxl],

(6.3)

where sgn denotesthe sign function. Thus, using Eq. (6.3) we can write V(y) in terms of x as

Solving Eq. (1.4) for Q(x), we obtain
Q(x)=hV+(~h)“~[u[(uh)-1’4]‘]‘,
or equivalently

where
2

&,3&X-‘+&

Q-(x)=(1+@)

a

[,-$(x-l+eY]2

As an example for the inverse problem of the recovery of h(x) when u(x) and Q(x) are
known, let us use the scattering matrix given in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) with
Q(x) =y

u(x) =

6(x) -e(x)

2v?+1+&
2ti+l-eb)

$Y$&,

2

Note u(x) is continuous at x=0 and u(O) =f(ti+
have

1)2. For thesevaluesof u(x) and Q(x), we

mLol (0,x) = 1, x<O,

m~ol(O,x>

=

U+fl)

d/3e”+

l ,

x)0.

In this example, for x)0, Eq, (5.6) becomes
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3P
dy=dx (gp- 1)2 *

1633

(6.4)

Integrating Eq. (6.4) with the initial condition y =0 when x=0, we obtain
vTti-1
fl-1

( 1

y=ln

h(x)=
Note that A, =ln((v’S- 1)/a-

1

--

+fl-1

3P(vTV+

1)2

(fi$-*)4

l/(fl-

1
fig-1

’ x)o,

, x)0.

1). On the other hand, for x<O, Eq. (2.32) becomes
(6.5)

dy( ;,;)‘=dx($$$)‘.

After using the initial condition y=O when x=0, we can solve Eq. (6.5) and obtain
2(2vT+ 1) 2vTJ+1
2vz3
2ti
---%!3+1 ’ xGo*
y+?Tp
VT+1 -x+2v3+l+P

(6.6)

We then have

h(x+$q;~~~;~)2,

x<o.

(6.7)

In Eq. (6.6) y can be computed numerically in terms of x to any desiredaccuracy. We can then
also obtain h(x) in Eq. (6.7) to any desired accuracy.
As an example to the third inverse problem of the recovery of u(x) when Q(x) =0 and
h(x) and the scattering data are given, let us use the scattering matrix corresponding to the
potential
V(Y) =

63-2
cu”+ U2(3+2)

'

and assumethat A =O. Let us also assumethat A _ =0 and thus we have A + =O. Let us use

h(x)=
(s 1.
2

2

Then solving Ekl. (5.8) we obtain

From Eq. (5.11) we then obtain y=x. Thus, from Eq. (5.12) we obtain
u(x)=

x2+2 2
.
x +l

( 1
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